
Case Study: 
Determining Root Cause 

of an SSD Validation Test Failure



Problem Statement
A customer was validating an SSD product using the Teledyne LeCroy OakGate SSD test platform running SVF 
Pro/Enduro validation software.  During testing, the product failed a Directed Test, which is a specific sequence of 
commands sent to the target with the expectation that the target will return a specific sequence of responses.  The 
customer needed to determine the cause of the failure for developers to correct.

Solution
The customer evaluated two 
options to identify the issue 
causing the Directed Test failure.

Option 1: Set an event trigger 
to mark the moment of failure 
so that it could be isolated for 
examination.  

This approach would utilize a 
recently introduced feature in 
Teledyne LeCroy’s OakGate SSD 
Test Platform which allows users 
to send a trigger upon a defined 
event (Figure 1).  

Unlike previous versions that 
forced the test to halt on a fatal 
error and lose potentially relevant 
information, the SSD Platform now 
has the ability to let the user set 
a multitude of trigger events, and 
allows the test to keep running 
once the error has occurred. 

The trigger command is sent 
by the OakGate driver immediately upon the occurrence of the defined event.  This trigger can then act as a marker to 
help the engineer locate the problem with the trace using an integrated Teledyne LeCroy NVMe Protocol Analyzer.  The 
marker makes it much easier to find an isolated event when searching through gigabytes of data.

Option 2: Capture the trace with a Teledyne LeCroy protocol analyzer, and configure the test to abort when the failure 
occurs.

By capturing the trace with a properly configured Teledyne LeCroy Protocol Analyzer and aborting the test at the 
moment of failure after which all traffic on the link stops, the user is able to capture the relevant data without knowing 
exactly when the error will occur. This was the option the customer chose (Figure 2).

To execute this solution with the Protocol Analyzer, the customer: 
• set a reasonably large buffer with the majority dedicated to pre-trigger traffic
• configured a manual trigger to record until the failure occurs
• manually triggered the protocol analyzer when the Directed Test aborts and traffic stops
• stopped the analyzer recording
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Conclusion
The customer was able to succesfully capture the failure event (a link error due to ACK not received) in the Protocol 
Analyzer trace (Figure 3).

In this instance, the combination of OakGate SSD Test Platform and the Teledyne LeCroy Protocol Analyzer helped the 
customer properly capture, analyze and identify the issue for the developers.  
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